Aims. We pursue a novel morphometric analysis to detect sources in very-high-energy gamma-ray counts maps by structural deviations from the background noise. Methods. Because the Minkowski functionals from integral geometry quantify the shape of the counts map itself, the morphometric analysis includes unbiased structure information without prior knowledge about the source. Their distribution provides access to intricate geometric information about the background. We combine techniques from stochastic geometry and statistical physics to determine the joint distribution of all Minkowski functionals. Results. We achieve an accurate characterization of the background structure for large scan windows (with up to 15 × 15 pixels), where the number of microstates varies over up to 64 orders of magnitude. Moreover, in a detailed simulation study, we confirm the statistical significance of features in the background noise and discuss how to correct for trial effects. We also present a local correction of detector effects that can considerably enhance the sensitivity of the analysis. Conclusions. In the third paper of this series, we will use the here derived refined structure characterization for a more sensitive data analysis that can detect formerly undetected sources.
Morphometric source detection in gamma-ray astronomy
The unavoidable background noise in ground-based VeryHigh Energy (VHE) gamma-ray astronomy exhibits a rich and complex structure. Although a source signal might be weak, some sources could still be detected if the complex structure of the background noise was better understood. A quantification of the shape of the counts map itself can extract additional information beyond the simple total number of counts without any assumption about potential sources in the field of view. In the first paper of this series, we introduced a novel approach to data analysis in VHE gamma-ray astronomy, where we use this geometric information to detect sources Göring et al. 2013) .
The commonly applied hypothesis test by Li & Ma (1983) is only based on the excess of gamma-ray counts on top of the expected background. Such techniques based only on the total count of events, which omit all geometric information that could help to detect sources, were designed to study point sources. However an increasing number of large extended sources and even diffuse VHE emissions are observed Aharonian et al. (2006a Aharonian et al. ( , 2007 Aharonian et al. ( , 2006b ). There other powerful techniques that include additional informae-mail: michael.klatt@kit.edu tion are full likelihood fits of models to the measured data, for example, used by high-energy gamma-ray telescopes like EGRET (Mattox et al. 1996) or Fermi/LAT (Atwood et al. 2009 ). However, the outcome of the fit will strongly depend on the model and on the a-priori knowledge about the sources.
In contrast to this, our morphometric analysis is a null hypothesis test that only depends on the background model. Morphometric valuations from integral geometry, the so-called Minkowski functionals (Schröder-Turk et al. 2010 , 2011 , allow us to efficiently and comprehensively quantify the shape of the counts map itself. Thus we are looking for any statistically significant structural deviation from the background noise, and there is no need for a priori modeling of potential sources. In this sense, the Minkowski functionals serve as unbiased detectors of source structure or in general of inhomogeneities in background noise. They can extract the essential features and thus formerly undetected sources can eventually be detected by a refined structure characterization.
In astronomy, the Minkowski functionals are already successfully applied to study point processes in cosmology and the large-scale structure of the universe (Mecke et al. 1994; Colombi et al. 2000; M. Kerscher et al. 2001; Kerscher et al. 2001; Wiegand et al. 2014) , to analyze exotic states of nuclear matter in supernova explosions (Schuetrumpf et al. 2013 (Schuetrumpf et al. , 2015 , and to search for non-Gaussianity in the cosmic microwave background (Winitzki & Kosowsky 1998; Schmalzing et al. 1999; Curto, A. et al. 2008; Gay et al. 2012; Ducout et al. 2013 ).
In the first paper of this series, we presented our morphometric analysis to gamma-ray astronomy. Therefore, we first explained the structure characterization of gamma-ray sky maps with Minkowski functionals and then defined a null hypothesis test that determines the statistical significance of structural deviations. Minkowski sky maps detect local structural features. However, in the first paper we only used single functionals to analyze small windows, which limited the geometric information that could actually be included in the analysis.
The simultaenous characterization of the background structure of large observation windows with all Minkowski functionals provides access to much more intricate geometric information. However, such a detailed knowledge about the shape of the noise also requires advanced techniques for accurate estimations of the structure distributions. This crucial step is here achieved. We derive precise estimates of the joint probability distribution of the Minkowski functionals. The calculation is based on number of possible configurations which vary from O(10 1 ) to O(10 64 ) for a 15 × 15 b/w image.
In the third paper of this series, we will use this refined structure characterization to demonstrate an increase in sensitivty due to the additional geometric information.
In Sec. 2, we shortly summarize the most important steps of the morphometric analysis. In Sec. 3, we derive accurate estimates of the joint distribution of Minkowski functionals, which we achieve by combining analytic knowledge of the structure distributions with an efficient algorithm from statistical physics. This main result of the article allows us to analyze larger scan windows up to 15 × 15 pixels that contains complex structural information in contrast to the so far accessible window sizes.
In Sec. 4, we provide a conservative yet tight estimate of the trial factor, which is needed because of the repeated hypothesis tests at different thresholds. Moreover, we show that the joint characterization of the structure using all three Minkowski functionals does not cause any distinct changes in the trial factor compared to a simple analysis based only on a single functional. This allows to compare in the third paper the statistical significance of structural deviations from the background noise that are quantified either by simply the area or by all three Minkowski functionals. In Sec. 5, we summarize our results and make concluding remarks.
In Appendix A, we present a technique to subtract known point-like sources from the observations as well as an optimal correction of variations in the detector acceptance with a minimum supression of source signals. We demonstrate that this improvement, which is especially relevant for the application to real data, can lead to a significant increase in sensitivity of the morphometric analysis 1 .
1 Parts of this article are from the PhD thesis of one of the authors (Klatt 2016) .
The statistical significance of structural deviations
The structure characterization via Minkowski functionals is explained in detail in the first paper of the series. There we also rigorously defined the null hypothesis test. Here we only shortly summarize the most important steps.
The shape of counts maps
The Minkowski funtionals allow for a sensitive and comprehensive structure characterization of black-and-white images (Mantz et al. 2008; Schröder-Turk et al. 2011 . They are efficient shape descriptors from integral geometry that quantify in arbitrary dimensions all motion invariant, continuous and additive shape information of convex bodies (Hadwiger 1957; Schneider & Weil 2008) . A functional is additive, if its value for two disjoint bodies is given by the union of the single functional values; for example, the perimeter of two disjoint clusters of black pixels is given by the sum of the two single perimeters. The additivity property implies both robustness against noise and efficiency (with a computation time that scales linearly with the system size). For a two dimensional black-and-white pixelated image, these Minkowski functionals are given by three intuitive quantities, namely, the area A, perimeter P, and Euler characteristic χ. The latter is a topological constant; it is the number of clusters minus the number of holes.
To quantify the shape of the counts map, it is turned into a series of black-and-white images via thresholding. For each threshold ρ, a pixel is set to white if the corresponding number of counts is smaller than the threshold, otherwise it is set to black. The Minkowski functionals then quantify the shape of these black-and-white images.
Global null hypothesis test
Are at a given threshold the measured values of the Minkowski functionals compatible with the shape distribution of the background noise? To answer this question, a null hypothesis test has to be defined to detect significant structural deviations from the expected background structure. First, we have to define a model for the background noise. Then the null hypothesis is that there are only background signals.
In ground-based VHE gamma-ray astronomy, most background events are caused by VHE hadrons. Because these hadrons loose direction correlations in interstellar magnetic fields, they arrive at our atmosphere as a uniform flux from every direction. Therefore, we can well model the background noise by a so-called Poisson point process (or "Complete Spatial Randomness"), that is, we assume random, completely independent, homogeneously distributed background events. For the binned counts map, this results in an independent number of counts in each (equal area) bin, which follow a Poisson distribution. The background intensity, which is the mean number of counts per bin, is here denoted by λ.
In a real measurment, detector effects and nonuniform exposure of the sky distort the homogeneous and isotropic background. However, as we have demonstrated in the first paper of this series, our corrections of these effects allow for an analysis of real data. In the Appendix A.4, we present an improved correction of such detector effects that can considerably enhance the sensitivity of the analysis.
Under the assumption of the null hypothesis (that there are only background signals) the probability distribution P of the Minkowski functionals is well defined. In contrast to the first paper, we here do not only consider the probability distributions of single functionals but the joint distribution of all Minkowski functionals. The joint probability distribution P(A, P, χ) of the area A, perimeter P, and Euler characteristics χ of the black-and-white image clearly depends on the threshold. As mentioned above, it encodes an advanced knowledge about the structure of the background noise. It must once be determined with high accuracy so that we are able to perform a null hypothesis test. The methods to derive the probability distribution are explained in detail in Sec. 3.
The central idea of the morphometric analysis is to detect gamma-ray sources (or more precisely to reject the null hypothesis) by identifying structures with a statistically significant deviation from the expected behavior of background noise. Following a scheme by Neyman & Pearson (1933) for constructing a most efficient hypothesis test with no constraints on alternative hypotheses, we define the compatibility C of a measured triplet (A, P, χ) with the null hypothesis:
It is the probability for the appearance of a structure that is even less likely than the measured structure. We reject the null hypothesis of a pure background measurement if the compatibility is lower than 0.6 · 10 −6 . This hypothesis criterion corresponds to the commonly used 5 σ deviation in the sense that a normally distributed random variable deviates from the expected value by at least 5 σ with a probability of approximately 0.6 · 10 −6 . It is more convenient to avoid small probabilites and to define a measure that gets larger if the structural deviation is stronger. We therefore define the deviation strength D as the logarithm of this likelihood value:
The null hypothesis criterion is rejected if the deviation strength is larger than 6.2.
Minkowski sky maps
To detect local structural deviations and visualize the sources, we have defined Minkowski sky maps. The analysis is restricted to a small scan (or sliding) window. We assign to the central pixel the maximum value of the deviation strength over all thresholds. These repeated trials for different thresholds must be taken into account. We define a trial correction and perform a simulation study in Sec. 4. An iteration of the scan-window over the whole counts map yields the Minkowski sky map, similar to a significance map constructed using the approach by Li & Ma (1983) . It shows the statistical significance of local features in different regions of the field of view.
Joint structure characterization
The most curcial and at the same time most difficult step in the preparation of the morphometric analysis is to determine the joint probability distribution of the Minkowski functionals. It is via the joint probability distribution, that we include the accurate shape information about the background noise in our morphometric analysis. Often in stochastic geometry, only first and second moments of distributions are determined because analytic calculations or precise numerical estimates of probability distribution form complex problems (Adler 1981; Stoyan et al. 1987 ). Here we solve this problem here by using advanced techniques from statistical physics, which have been designed to study phase transitions.
Structure probability distribution and density of states
For the homogeneous Poisson field, the question for the probability distribution can be reformulated as a question for the "Density of States" (DoS) Ω. The latter is defined as the number of different b/w images ("microstates") with the same Minkowski functionals ("macrostate"). The probability P(A, P, χ) to find a configuration with area A, perimeter P and Euler characteristic χ is then given by
i! e −λ being the probability that a pixel is black. In contrast to the probability distribution, the density of states is independent of the probability p ρ that a pixel is black, i.e., of the intensity λ and the threshold ρ. Once the density of states is determined, the probability distribution can easily be calculated for any observed values of the Minkowski functionals.
For small window sizes up to 6 × 6, this problem can be solved by simply computing the Minkowski functionals of all possible b/w images. However, the total number of microstates increases super-exponentially A,P,χ Ω = 2 N 2 ; for 6 × 6 the total number of states is already A,P,χ Ω = 68.719.476.736.
Using combinatorial techniques from the theory of partition numbers, an algorithm can be constructed whose complexity only increases sub-exponentially in the number of bins . However, the need of memory very quickly outgrows today's available hardware. The density of states can be determined only for up to a 7 × 7 observation window.
However, it is crucial to use larger observation windows, because only those can incorporate considerable structural information leading to a significantly more sensitive hypothesis test. Already for small sliding windows, there is a slight increase in sensitivity if the source has strong structural features within the sliding window, i.e., a strong intensity gradient like a Gaussian peak with an extension smaller than the window. However, larger window sizes are needed for application to real data.
The DoS for larger systems cannot be determined analytically, but only numerically. However, a simple Monte Carlo simulation, which estimates the DoS of a macrostate by the frequency of its appearance in a simple sampling of the space of microstates, is not sufficient. Although a configuration might be entropically suppressed in the simple sampling, i.e., an unlikely configuration of the excursion set of a Poisson background noise, it might be likely to appear in the presence of a source. If such a yet unknown macrostate is detected, it will result in an infinite deviation strength because the numerical estimate of the compatibility is zero.
The missing configurations thus produce unacceptable artifacts in the Minkowski sky map and the null hypothesis is no longer well-defined.
An intelligent algorithm is needed, which is able to give, e.g., for a 15 × 15 observation window a reliable estimate for both macrostates with a DoS O(10 64 ) and for those with a DoS of O(1). We therefore apply the so-called Wang-Landau algorith developed in condensed matter physics for studying phase transitions and critical phenomena (Wang & Landau 2001a,b) .
It uses a non-Markovian random walk to efficiently sample the DoS; by continuously adjusting the density of states a locally flat histogram is achieved. More precisely, it samples the space of microstates according to a probability distribution that is inverse to the DoS. Thus, each macrostate is encountered equally often, which is called flat histogram sampling. The a priori unknown DoS is estimated by gradually improving an initial estimate, which is why the algorithm is non-Markovian. The initial estimate can, for example, be a constant for all macrostates, which corresponds to no initial information.
Using the Wang-Landau algorithm allows to determine the joint probability distribution of the Minkowski functionals for a Poisson field up to a 15 × 15 observation window, with a high precision and well suited for accurate hypothesis tests in gamma-ray astronomy.
Wang-Landau algorithm combined with analytic DoS
The Wang-Landau algorithm uses a random walk through the space of macrostates, the so-called energy space, where the microstates are, e.g., black and white images. The energy space is scanned by randomly changing the microstate, e.g., randomly changing the pixels from black to white and vice versa (Landau et al. 2004; Tsai et al. 2006) . In each step, the numerical estimate of the density of stateŝ Ω is adjusted: if the resulting macrostate is (A, P, χ), then Ω(A, P, χ) → f ·Ω(A, P, χ). A finite modification factor f introduces a systematic error and has to decrease during the simulation. Steps to macrostates with a smaller density of states are always accepted, but changes which result in a macrostate with a larger density of states are only accepted with a probability that is proportional to the ratio of the density of states:
Thus, a flat histogram in the energy space, i.e., the number of visits of macrostate, is achieved. If the histogram is sufficiently flat, e.g., if the minimum value is at least 80 % of the average, the modification factor is replaced by its square root.
For the morphometric analysis, we replaced the energy by a macrostate characterized by the area A, the perimeter P, and the Euler characteristic χ. However, the simple implementation where each step changes the color of a random pixel is too inefficient for finding the DoS of all three Minkowski functionals A, P, and χ. The configuration space is too large and converges too slowly on modern hardware, e.g., for a 15 × 15 b/w image there are about a million macrostates, i.e., possible values of area, perimeter, and Euler characteristic 2 . Moreover, the probability distribution is not normalized, which could lead to an unknown systematic error.
We achieved the important breakthrough by incorporating the analytically known number of configurations with a given area A, the binomial coefficient N 2 A : instead of randomly choosing a pixel and changing its color, the number of black pixels, i.e., the area A, is fixed and a random black pixel is chosen and randomly shifted to a formerly white pixel; the black pixels perform random jumps. Note that the scanning of the energy space is still ergodic although each simulation is restricted to a subset because the calculations are repeated for every possible value of the area 0 ≤ A ≤ N 2 . Because of this separation of the energy space into disjoint subsets, the DoS has to be determined only w.r.t. the perimeter and the Euler characteristic. For example for a 15 × 15 window, the number of macrostates given the number of black pixels remains below 10 4 , two orders of magnitude smaller than the number of all macrostates defined by area A, perimeter P, and Euler characteristic χ. Moreover, less memory is needed, and further optimizations are possible which further decrease the computation time by at least one order of magnitude. Depending on the number of black pixels, a single simulation needs from a few minutes to about two days on a single core of Intel Xeon E3-1280 processor (3.5 GHz). The separate simulation for different areas A also allows for a trivial and thus perfect parallelization. This combination of numerical estimates and analytic knowledge also leads to perfectly normalized probability distributions, which follows from Eq. (3) A,P,χ
because we use P,χ Ω(A, P, χ) =
A as a normalization of the DoS for a given area A. Moreover, for either small or larger values of the area A, the DoS can be determined analytically, which is, e.g., important for pointlike sources, which result in a few black pixels at high thresholds. Using this trick, we determined the DoS for scan windows up to 20 × 20, i.e., for systems with up to 10 120 microstates. However, for this series of articles 15 × 15 windows are sufficient. The method is applicable to any boundary condition. Here, the calculations are carried out for open boundary conditions. As described in the first paper of this series, these boundary conditions are advantageous for detecting clusters of high number of counts.
Saturation of error
Belardinelli and Pereyra showed that the original algorithm does not converge, but the systematic error saturates (Belardinelli & Pereyra 2007a,b; Belardinelli et al. 2008) . They show that is could be corrected for in an optimal way by choosing the modification proportional to the inverse of time.
However, here it is sufficient to use the standard algorithm with a slight modification resulting in a slower convergence: Instead of taking the square root if a flat histogram is reached, f is only replaced by f 0.7 . With these parameters, the systematic error then remains well below the statistical one. Figure 1 shows estimatesΩ of the DoS as a function of the modification factor f for several macrostates for different window sizes and number of black pixels; in each case 20 independent estimates are shown. The insets show the onset of the saturation of error at f < 10 −7 . So, the simulation is stopped if the modification factor drops below 10 −7 before the error saturates. For the smaller systems, the outcome is compared to the analytic result (dashed lines). Averaging over several independent simulations leads to reliable estimates of the DoS.
The final numerical estimates of the DoSḡ are averaged over eight independent simulations for each number of black pixels. The relative statistical error ofḡ is O(10 −3 ). The compatibility is the sum of probabilities of many macrostates, see Eq. (1); therefore, the relative error of the deviation strength is even some orders of magnitude smaller. The trial factor simulations in the following Section affirms the reliability of the numerical estimates of the DoS.
The density of states for large observation windows
We accurately estimated the DoS of area A, perimeter P, and Euler characteristic χ for all window sizes between 5×5 to 15 × 15. For the smaller systems, the calculation was carried out analytically via the above-described brute force approach, for larger systems the DoS was estimated using the Wang-Landau method. The cumulative computation time for all systems was about 2.3 years on a single core of an Intel Xeon E3-1280 processor (3.5 GHz). The densities of states are available via e-mail: michael.klatt@fau.de Figure 2 shows the DoS for a 7×7 or a 15×15 observation window, respectively. Each voxel represents a macrostate, and the color code plots the DoS. Note that this plot visualizes the complete structure of a Poisson random field w.r.t. the Minkowski functionals. The DoS reveals interesting bounds on the possible values of area, perimeter, and Euler characteristic, which would be interesting for a further analysis of the geometrical properties of a Poisson random field. There are also complex features like steps and discrete jumps between allowed macrostates; note that these are no artifacts but appear due to the finite system size. Most interesting for the morphometric analysis, the DoS seems to converge fast to an asymptotic distribution that might be estimated from the known distributions. This would allow for a global analysis of the joint deviation strength for whole observation windows or even a galactic scan. At least, this could be used as an initial estimate of the DoS for the Wang-Landau algorithm which would lead to a fast convergence even for huge system sizes.
Trial correction
Using the exact calculations and precise estimates of the density of states from the previous section, we can now calculate for any threshold the probability distribution of the Minkowski functionals, see Eq. (3). Thus we can determine for any measured values (A, P, χ) of the Minkowski functionals the corresponding deviation strength D(A, P, χ), see Eqs. (1) and (2). Before we study the sensitivity of the morphometric analysis and the advantage of the additional structure characterization in the third paper of this series, we first have to confirm that there is no overestimation of the significance due to repeated trials.
As described in Sec. 2, we determine the deviation strength at each threshold and compare the maximum over all thresholds to the null hypothesis criterion. These repeated (though dependent) trials increase the likelihood of a statistically significant fluctuation in the background noise. When we correct for this trial effect, we have to check whether a pronounced difference appears for the deviation strength D(A) based on a single Minkowski functional or for D(A, P, χ) based on all three functionals. We show that this is not the case. The increase in sensitivity, which we will present in the next paper in this series, is not a result of an increased effective number of trials, but of the additional structure information.
A conservative yet efficient trial correction
Taking the maximum of the deviation strengths over all thresholds corresponds to repeated null hypothesis tests for the different b/w images. Each b/w image can be seen as a single trial, but the more trials, the higher the probability for a significant random fluctuation. Because the different b/w images are constructed from the same count map, they are obviously closely correlated, which reduces the trial effect. Deriving the exact distribution of maximum deviation strengths is, however, not analytically solvable. A 15 × 15 count map with not more than 100 counts in each bin has 10 450 possible configurations. By assuming that the different b/w images are independent of each other, a conservative estimate of the trial correction was suggested in the first paper of this series: given n t independent trials, the probability to find a compatibility lower than α is for each single b/w image α; the probability to find no such deviation in any of the n t independent trials is (1 − α) n t . Thus, the probability to find at least one trial with a compatibility lower than α is given by
For α 1 : α n t = n t α + O(α 2 ), i.e., the influence of the repeated trials can simply be taken into account by multiplying the compatibility with a constant, the so-called trial factor n t . The deviation strength is corrected by
which is for a large deviation strength (D > 3) well approximated by a constant offset: D n t ≈ D − log 10 (n t ). Setting n t equal to the number of different thresholds provides a simple and conservative estimate. Figure 3(a) shows the Empirical Probability Density Function (EPDF) of the maximum of the deviation strength for different intensities and differently large observation windows derived from 10 8 Poisson fields for each system. Even a constant upper bound on the number of thresholds n t = 200 provides a close upper bound for the trial correction. Therefore, in this series of papers with intensities well below λ = 200, the maximum of the deviation strength D over all thresholds is corrected for this trial effect by mapping to D n t = − log 10 1 − (1 − 10 −D ) n t in Eq. (6) with n t = 200. The EPDF of this trial corrected deviation strength is plotted in Fig. 3(b) . It is compared to the probability density function of the deviation strength D(ρ) of a single trial at threshold ρ, i.e., the actual claim of significance. Only in the case of nearly perfect agreement with the background structure, i.e., for D t < 0.05 (see inset), the empirical distribution has a strong peak. For all deviation strengths of interest, the estimate of D t is conservative yet relatively close to the optimum (dashed line).
Note that the fluctuations of the distribution at relatively small deviation strengths are no statistical fluctuations but are reproducible features of the actual distribution which is highly irregular because of the finite system size.
Joint and simple deviation strength
If the deviation from the background structure is quantified either only by the area or by all three Minkowski functionals, the trial factor might change. The effective number of trials might change due to the differently detailed characterization of the single black and white images.
In order to compare the joint deviation strength, i.e., w.r.t. all Minkowski functionals, to the simple deviation strength w.r.t. only the area, Figure 4 shows both the distributions of the trial-corrected simple and joint deviation strengths. The binned distribution of the simple deviation strength, as depicted in Fig. 4 , is highly irregular, even more irregular than the distribution of the joint deviation strength. These are again no statistical fluctuations, but reproducible features of the complicated distribution function. The strong irregularity for the simple deviation strength arises because of the small number of macrostates.
To detect any systematic difference that might appear, we approximate the distributions (for different system sizes and background intensities) by shifted exponential distributions ln(10)10 −D t −c . The parameter c = O(1) measures how conservative the above described trial correction is. The maximum difference in c that we can find for the simple and for joint deviation strength is only about 0.3. This value is negligible for the comparison between joint and the simple deviation strength in the third paper of this series. The increase in the deviation strength due to the joint structure characterization of all Minkowski functionals will be much larger.
For convenience and because all results in the third paper of this series are trial corrected, we omit the subscript t, which indicates the trial correction, i.e., D is used from now on instead of D t .
Conclusion
The morphometric analysis using Minkowski functionals allows to detect sources in VHE gamma-ray sky maps via structural deviations from the background noise. However, it does not require any prior knowledge about the source, because it characterizes the shape of the background noise itself.
Therefore, we derive an accurate descriptor of the complex structure of these background events in gamma-ray astronomy by combining techniques from stochastic geometry and statistical physics. The main difficulty is to gain a detailed knowledge about the background fluctuations, in other words, a precise estimate of the joint distribution of area, perimeter, and Euler characteristic. This problem can easily be reformulated in finding the density of states, i.e., the number of b/w images with given values of the Minkowski functionals, see Eq. (3). However, the total number of configurations of a 15 × 15 b/w image is O(10 67 ) and the density of states for different macrostates can vary from O(10 1 ) to O(10 64 ). To derive accurate estimates of the density of states even for large observation windows up to 15 × 15, we combine analytic knowledge of the structure distributions with a very efficient algorithm from statistical physics for estimating density of states, the so-called Wang-Landau algorithm, see Fig. 1 .
We explicity derive even for observation windows larger than 7×7 accurate estimates of the distribution of the background structure, which is simultaneously characterized by all Minkowski functionals, see Fig. 2 .
Such a refined structure characterization can extract more information out of the same data and formerly undetected sources can eventually be detected. We study this increase in sensitivity in the third paper of this series.
Our approach is here used to derive an accurate estimate of the structure of a discrete Poisson random field quantified by Minkowski functionals. Note, however, that it can in principle be used for even more general random black-and-white pixelated images and methods of structure characterization to efficiently calculate their probability distributions.
Because of the repeated null hypothesis tests at different thresholds, a trial correction is needed. Here we show in a simulation study that assuming independent trials at different thresholds provides a conservative yet close estimate for trial correction, see Fig. 3 . Moreover, we present a local detector acceptance correction in Appendix A. We demonstrate that it increases the sensitivity of the morpho-metric analysis in the application to real data significantly, see Fig. A.1 .
The here developed techniques allow to determine the DoS of sliding windows of up to about 20 × 20 pixels. If even larger window sizes were necessary, an initial guess of the corresponding DoS could be achieved by a rescaling of the number of configurations for windows with 20 × 20 pixels. The initial guess could then lead to a faster convergence of the Wang-Landau algorithm. For arbitrarily large scan-windows, the expectations and the covariances of the Minkowski functionals are known analytically, which can be used for an alternative test statistic based on empirical cumulative distribution functions; see Klatt (2016) . 1 (e,h) , only the sources in the region of the target intensity can be detected; if there is slight offset, the sources are hardly detected. The sources in the corners can only be detected in single samples where the source signals can fluctuate strongly. Also the source in the center, where there is originally a perfect detector acceptance, is no longer detected. However, if the detector effects are corrected locally, see Figs. A.1 (f,i), the improved background correction allows to detect all sources at any distance to the center in a single Minkowski sky map.
Because for each pixel in the Minkowski sky map the hypothesis test is performed for a different background intensity, the probability that a pixel is black at a given threshold varies for all sliding windows. Therefore, the probability distribution of the Minkowski functionals has to be determined separately for each sliding window. Therefore, the computation time strongly increases compared to the former detector acceptance corrections with a global background intensity. However, if there are strong detector effects and the analysis is supposed to detect more than just an expected pointlike source at a known position, the local detector correction introduced here can provide a tremendous increase in sensitivity that justifies this additional computational effort.
